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Abstract
Most undergraduate engineering programs
require completion of a capstone design project.
For many projects in disciplines such as
electrical
engineering
and
mechanical
engineering, the chief processing component of
these projects is a microcontroller unit (MCU).
There are hundreds of MCUs and development
tools (DT) available in the market today.
Identifying a suitable MCU and DT at the detail
necessary for project integration could be a
challenging, tedious, and time consuming task
for those involved in the capstone process.
Selecting an inappropriate MCU and DT could
lead to incomplete, less challenging, or poorly
implemented projects. This paper strives to
alleviate the problem of MCU/DT selection by
researching
capstone
project
designs,
constraints, and requirements across a range of
undergraduate engineering programs. It then
outlines important MCU and DT selection
criteria for undergraduate capstone projects.
Finally, several MCUs and DTs that are both
popular and widely available in today’s market
and suitable for undergraduate engineering
capstone projects are recommended.
Introduction
Undergraduate engineering programs strive to
provide a solid foundation of both theoretical
and practical knowledge in order to prepare
students to successfully join the workforce after
graduation. Course lectures are the main vehicle
for imparting theoretical knowledge to students.
Students gain practical knowledge and design
competency by working on hands-on lab
experiments and projects throughout their
course of study [1, 2]. Most engineering
program curricula require completion of a
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capstone design project. As part of the capstone
process, students use the entire scope of their
past classroom and lab experiences to design
and implement a real world project [3]. The
capstone project is usually conducted as part of
a multi-course sequence spanning one to three
semesters and is typically completed during the
senior year [4].
Capstone projects in electrical engineering,
mechanical engineering and related disciplines
generally require students to build systems that
have mechanical, electrical and control
components. In many cases, capstone projects
use a microcontroller unit (MCU) mounted on a
development board (DB) as the central
processing/control unit. The DB is capable of
sensing and controlling various devices with the
help of a program written using an integrated
development environment (IDE) software. In
this paper, the DB/IDE integration is
collectively called a development tool (DT).
There are hundreds of DTs and MCUs
available in the market that can be chosen to
satisfy the requirements of a capstone project
[5]. Selecting the ideal MCU and DT for a
particular project could be a time-consuming
and tedious task for an undergraduate student or
faculty mentor [6]. This is exacerbated by the
fact that a student is usually only familiar with
the MCU, DB and IDE they have used during
their undergraduate classroom and lab
experience. In addition, if unsuitable MCUs and
DTs are selected, the project could be
physically,
technically
and
monetarily
inefficient.
This paper addresses the MCU/DT selection
dilemma by researching a wide array of popular
MCUs and DTs available in the market today
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and recommends the most popular, costeffective, easy-to-use, robust, and highlyfunctional tools that are best suited for inclusion
in undergraduate electrical and mechanical
capstone projects. Having a smaller pool of
ideal MCUs to choose from can help students
move past the selection process and focus their
valuable time and effort in designing and
building a complex, quality project. Using
popular MCUs that are widely available and
commonly used in the industry builds real world
engineering design skills as students prepare for
engineering practice.
The Undergraduate Engineering
Capstone Project
Most undergraduate engineering programs
require students to design and implement a
capstone project near the end of their course of
study [7]. This project is usually conducted as
part of a multi-course sequence completed
during their senior year [8]. Students are then
able to use the entire scope of their classroom
and lab experience in the design and
implementation of their project. Students
typically spend between six months to a year
working on their capstone project. During this
time, they are also completing other courses
needed to meet graduation requirements [7].
Students typically use personal funds to bankroll
their project, although there have been cases
where grants have been used to fund large
projects [8]. Time and money become two
central factors considered in capstone project
development and implementation.
Examples of current electrical and mechanical
capstone projects include intelligent traffic
lights, refreshable braille readers, sensor
networks, vending machines, remote controls,
unmanned airplanes [9], and disparate robots.
The underlying commonality between these
systems is that the designs share a general threeblock architecture as outlined in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A general framework of
electromechanical project design.
Most capstone projects are designed around
this general three-block architecture. Sensors
are used in the first block of the architecture to
sense physical quantities like sound, light,
distance, humidity, etc. The output quantities
from the sensors are sent to the second block,
the electronic processor/controller, where they
are processed and stored. Finally, the desired
output of the processing block is passed to the
mechanical or electronic devices of the
output/display block. Common mechanical or
electronic devices include solenoids, actuators,
relays, motors, computers, light emitting diodes
(LED) and liquid crystal displays (LCD).
Sensing, processing, storage and control can
be implemented in many ways. Today the most
common device used to integrate these functions
is the MCU. MCUs are small computers that
integrate a central processing unit (CPU) core,
different banks and types of memory, and other
programmable input/output peripherals on a
single chip. Common MCU peripherals include
serial communication interfaces (SCI), timers
and counters, wave generators, clock generators,
interrupts, analog to digital converters (ADC),
and digital to analog converters (DAC). MCUs
are very desirable for robotics and embedded
design projects because they include an entire
system on a single chip. MCUs integrate all of
the functional blocks onto a single chip.
An MCU is typically mounted on a DB.
Sensors and other output devices used in a
project can easily be interfaced with the MCU
via the DB pin connectors. The integrated
MCU/DB combination makes it easy to
interface the MCU with a personal computer
(PC) via an SCI. The MCU typically has a boot
loader program loaded on to its EEPROM
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allowing easy uploading of user-written
programs from a PC to the MCU via an IDE.
Figure 2 shows an Atmega328P MCU
mounted on an Arduino Uno DB. The board has
pin connectors that allow the MCU to be
connected to input and output devices. The
board has a reset pushbutton and an USB port in
order to allow easy interfacing to a PC.

Figure 2. An MCU mounted on a DB [26].
Figure 3 shows a typical screenshot of the
Arduino IDE with a sample program written in
the C programming language. The program

interfaces a button and LED to the Arduino
board. If the button is not pressed, the LED
turns on, if it is pressed, the LED blinks as many
times as the user has pressed the button so far.
Some IDEs are capable of program development
in several languages like BASIC, C++ and
assembly.
In addition to the DB and MCU, the project
might often need mechanical housing and
auxiliary parts to perform certain functions.
Figure 4 shows a MCU and DB embedded into
a completed project designed and implemented
by students at DeVry University. This system is
capable
of
reading
radio
frequency
identification (RFID) cards, determining the
value of money left on the card, and then
turning on cell phone charging devices
depending on the value left on the card.
This section presented examples of typical
undergraduate
capstone
project
design
requirements in order to shed some light on the
monetary and time constraints students might
face during project design and implementation.

Figure 3. A typical MCU IDE [31].
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Figure 4. An undergraduate capstone project
using an MCU mounted on a DB interfaced with
other devices.

processing need would be a waste of power and
resources. Powerful MCUs have more complex
architectures. This could increase the learning
curve for a student unfamiliar with the device
chosen and increase the amount of time needed
for project design and implementation.
Becoming familiar with a new MCU at a level
necessary for project integration is a timeconsuming task for anyone. For most
undergraduate capstone projects, an 8-bit MCU
running at 8-16 MHz proves sufficient speed for
the processing needs of a typical project.

MCU Selection Factors

3) Power Consumption
Power consumption depends mainly on the
current being drawn by both the MCU and any
external devices connected to it. More powerful
and complex MCUs draw more current. In
addition, external devices such as motors and
sensors could require more current to operate. It
is important to take the current capacity per pin
of the MCU into consideration during the
selection process. The current requirements of
the devices used in the project should weigh
heavily in the selection process. The MCU
selected should have appropriate current ratings
to cover the current drawn by both the MCU
and the external devices.

1) Pin Count
More pins suggest more ports available for
interfacing devices to the MCU. Whereas some
pins have specific functionality, most pins are
general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins. The
MCU chosen for the design must have enough
pins to connect all IO devices used in the
project, but minimize the number of unused
pins.

4) Sleep Mode
Some MCUs have low power sleep modes to
help conserve power. The MCU awakens
during the occurrence of an event, but spends
the rest of the time “sleeping” [11]. If a project
is using batteries and needs to remain functional
for extended periods of time, this could be a
very important factor in the MCU selection
process.

2) CPU Speed
The speed of a MCU is measured in
megahertz (MHz) and million instructions per
second (MIPS). Typically, MCUs with larger
bus widths tend to have higher speeds. The
amount of processing required for the project
determines the necessary MCU speed. The
amount of processing needed should match the
type of processor selected. For example,
selecting a very powerful processor for a simple

5) Instruction Set
The larger the data bus width, the more
complex the instruction set of the MCU [10].
For example, a 32 –bit MCU has more complex
instructions compared to an 8-bit MCU. For a
simple project requiring little processing, using
a complex 32-bit MCU would be a waste of
resources. Selecting a 32-bit MCU, with its
inherently more complex design, would require
more time for a student to become familiar with

Important Selection Factors
Attempts have been made to select ideal
microcontrollers based on certain criteria [5, 14,
15], but these articles are not specifically aimed
at undergraduate capstone projects. This section
lists important considerations in MCU, DB, and
IDE selection for an undergraduate capstone
project. A brief explanation of each factor is
paired with suggestions designed to help guide
students and their mentors through the MCU/DT
selection process.
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its programming and operation at the detail
necessary for successful project integration. In
most cases an 8-bit or 16-bit MCU should meet
the processing requirement of the project.
6) Program memory
MCU program memory is generally present in
the form of non-volatile FLASH or EEPROM.
The MCU boot loader and user programs are
typically stored in the program memory. Size of
the user-written code determines the ideal size
of the program memory needed for a specific
project. For example, projects using large
programs should use MCUs with larger program
memory. For most capstone projects, using an
MCU with 8 – 16 KB of program memory
would accommodate the program code.
7) Data memory
Data memory is generally used to store data
acquired from the sensors. MCU data memory,
generally present in the form of volatile RAM,
can also be present in the form of FLASH or
EEPROM. Size of the data stored in the
capstone project determines the ideal size of the
data memory necessary for a specific project.
For most general projects 8-16 KB of data
memory should be sufficient to store logged
data.
8) Memory Expansion
Memory expansion capability allows the
MCU to interface with additional external
memory of much larger sizes. This allows for
the addition of memory capacity beyond the
built in capacity of a particular MCU. In
projects where storing large amounts of data is
critical, this could be an important selection
criteria.
9) Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
An ADC takes analog physical quantities,
samples them, and converts them to digital
values that can be processed by the program
stored in the MCU program memory [12]. Since
most capstone projects use analog input devices
to sense physical quantities, most projects will
require using an MCU with an ADC.
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10) Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC)
Many output devices typically used in
capstone projects need analog input signals to
function. MCUs are digital devices. Therefore,
digital values need to be converted into analog
form before they are sent to any output device
that needs an input signal in analog form. The
DAC enables the digital to analog conversion to
take place. In projects where output devices
need an analog signal to function, this is an
essential feature of the MCU selected.
11) Interrupts
Interrupts allow the MCU CPU to temporarily
stop its regular processing cycle and focus on a
real-time event. Most MCUs contain both
hardware and software interrupts. Interrupts can
also be used to wake an MCU from sleep mode.
If real-time events and power saving are an
important need of the project, a MCU with
interrupts must be chosen.
12) Pulse Width Modulator (PWM)
Pulses of different frequencies and duty cycles
can be generated by using a PWM. These
pulses can then be used to independently drive
motors and other loads without using CPU
processing power. Since the PWM is an
independent unit in the MCU, choosing a MCU
with a PWM is important to any capstone
project that needs to control the speed or power
of motors or other loads.
13) Timers
Timers are used to count down from a specific
given value to zero. Flags or other events are
generally used to trigger a timer. When a timer
finishes counting, flags are modified and
interrupts are sometimes generated depending
on the MCU design. Timers are ideal for
counting pulses, measuring frequencies and
generating waveforms. Since the timer is an
independent unit in the MCU, choosing a MCU
with a built in timer is an important option to
any capstone project that needs this type of
function.
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14) Serial Communication
Serial communication allows communication
between digital devices over a serial link.
MCUs generally use serial communications to
download programs from a PC to a MCU. For
this reason, most MCUs have serial
communication
capabilities
by
default.
Common MCU serial communication protocols
are RS-232 serial communication interface
(SCI), serial peripheral interface (SPI), interintegrated circuit (I2C) and Universal Serial Bus
(USB). Projects that require establishing
connections to several devices should consider
using a MCU with multiple serial
communications options.
15) Vehicle Bus
The Controller area network (CAN) standard
was designed to enhance communication
between a MCU and another device located
inside a vehicle. For example, the target device
could be located inside an automobile or
airplane [13]. Projects that include creating a
specific vehicle that needs to communicate with
the MCU and other devices should consider
selecting a MCU with a CAN.
16) Real Time Clock (RTC)
An RTC is a clock that keeps time
independent of the MCU CPU. An RTC
typically works in conjunction with an interrupt
and is designed to interrupt the CPU after a
specific amount of time. Projects that need to
keep track of time independent of the CPU
should consider selecting a MCU with a RTC.
DB Selection Factors
1) MCU Support
The MCU is the most important part of the
DB. The MCU features will strongly impact the
DB
selection
process.
The
primary
consideration in selecting a DB for any project
is then the specific set of MCU features needed
for the applications at hand. The previous
section outlines important factors to consider in
selecting a MCU. In addition, it could prove
beneficial if the DB selected supports a family
or series of MCUs. Having the option to replace
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION JOURNAL

the MCU with another in the same series gives
added flexibility to the project developer.
2) Cost
Generally, costs associated with the IDE and
MCU are built into the cost of the DB that is
purchased. Costs of a DB can range from $20 to
$2000 depending on which MCU, IDE and DB
feature sets are included [16]-[24]. Often, the
IDE that ships with a DB is a limited version
IDE. An additional cost would be incurred to
access the full-featured IDE. Capstone projects
are often limited enough in scale to be satisfied
with a low end DB coupled with a simple 8-bit
MCU and the default, limited-functionality IDE.
3) Size
Size can be a very important factor when
selecting a DB. For example, a remote control
project would require a very small DB so that
the entire device could be handheld. For other
projects, a larger DB might be suitable. DB size
depends on the number of embedded external
peripherals. DBs that include many peripherals
tend to be larger. For projects that require small
size and maximum power saving, DBs with
minimum peripherals are recommended.
4) Power Supply
MCUs typically operate using a 3-6 volt
supply voltage [20]-[25]. DBs tend to operate
with a wider range of acceptable supply
voltages, typically in the 5 – 15V range [16][19]. As a result, powering the DB with
different batteries and power sources is easier.
Many DBs also have the ability to supply power
to external peripherals. DBs offering several
different supply voltages can power a wider
range of external IO devices without the need
for multiple power sources. This is an important
feature for a project powering multiple external
peripheral devices.
5) Power Regulation
Devices can be damaged inadvertently if too
much current is drawn while the device is in
use. Most DBs come with a current and voltage
regulating circuit designed to prevent current
overflow damage to the MCU and attached
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devices. It is recommended that a DB selected
for any capstone project come with a regulation
circuit.
6) Embedded IO Devices
Projects often make use of displays, motor
drivers, switches, relays and other external
peripheral devices. In some cases, a project can
be implemented faster if these key devices are
embedded on the DB. If embedded devices are
not used for a project, their inclusion is
unnecessary and could increase the size of the
DB. In projects where size is an important
factor, efficiency dictates using a DB with
minimum embedded IO devices and interfacing
only the specific devices required.
7) PC Interface
The two common interfaces between a PC and
an MCU are USB and RS-232 [20]-[25]. If both
devices use the same protocol and physical
interface, interfacing is easy. In many cases, the
MCU uses the RS-232 communication protocol
and the PC uses the USB communication
protocol with a USB physical interface. In these
cases, a USB-to-RS-232 driver will be needed
for the PC. It is important to make sure the PC
has the appropriate port and driver for
interfacing purposes. An adapter and driver may
have to be purchased in some cases. Using a
plug-n-play (PnP) board has advantages in
saving time and integration time. PnP boards
and adapters are automatically recognized by
the operating system (OS) and the required
drivers are automatically installed.
8) Program Upload
The DB should enable fast and easy userprogram uploads onto the MCU memory. It
should also have the capability of allowing the
program to be uploaded to RAM, EEPROM, or
Flash memory. In addition, the DB should have
the ability to upload a new boot loader program.
A boot loader is loaded onto the MCU program
memory and allows the user to upload and run
user-written programs.
A program using
custom code will benefit from a more user
friendly and easy to use development
environment.
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IDE Selection Factors
1) DB Compatibility
The most important factor in selecting an IDE
is DB compatibility. The IDE must be
compatible with both the DB and MCU being
used in the project. In many cases, IDEs are
developed by the DB manufacturer, but
alternate IDEs are available for internet
download. For capstone projects, students are
constrained by time and experience. In this case
it is recommended that a manufacturerdeveloped IDE is used for compatibility
reasons. In addition, if a DB is capable of using
a family of MCUs, the IDE must be capable of
supporting all of the MCUs in the series.
2) Time
A large portion of a student’s time during their
capstone project is spent learning the IDE and
using the IDE to develop the necessary program.
Project development time depends heavily on
the IDE capabilities which in turn affect the
program development and uploading process. It
takes time for a student to become familiar
enough with an IDE to complete a project. Since
capstone projects are already time constrained,
it is important to select an IDE that can be
mastered in a relatively short timeframe.
3) Libraries
Writing a program at the bit-level to control
each MCU peripheral would be tedious. Project
development time can be reduced by having
access to pre-written libraries [14]. Most IDEs
available today come with pre-written libraries
and it is recommended that students take
advantage of them in order to save time and
increase efficiency.
4) Online Support
Students might run into situations where they
need help in IDE programming, especially if
this is a new environment for them. Some
available IDEs have good online resources often
in the form of both text and videos. Selecting an
IDE with extensive internet resources could
significantly reduce project development time.
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5) Ease of Use
The IDE program will have to be edited and
uploaded several times onto the MCU
throughout the course of the capstone project.
Choosing an IDE that is fast and easy to use is
paramount. Having a fast and easy process for
IDE use can significantly save project
development time.
6) Languages
Assembly, C and C++ are the most common
languages used for MCU and embedded system
programming [19], [21]-[24], [27]-[30]. Any
IDE selected should have the capacity to
compile and assemble at least one of these three
languages.
7) Simulation
Having the ability to simulate the MCU
environment on a PC to run and test code
independent of the MCU can help speed up
project development time and should be
considered.
8) Debugging
Debugging is the process of finding bugs in a
program. The IDE should be able to display all
registers, memory and port contents for efficient
debugging. The IDE should also have the
capability to use breakpoints and single-step
programs in multiple languages and display and
edit these values in real-time. Project
Development time can be reduced by using an
IDE with advanced debugging capabilities.
Results
This section describes the research
methodology used to select MCUs and DTs
based on the previous section. It also enlists
some ideal candidates in tabular form.
Research Methodology
This subsection describes the research
methodology used for selection of MCUs and
DTs to be use in undergraduate capstone
projects. In addition to their project criteria,
students working on a capstone project should
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION JOURNAL

also
consider
the
currently available
microcontroller technology popular in industry.
Therefore, the most important criteria used in
the final selection of MCU and DT for this
paper was industry popularity. The second most
important criteria used in the selection of MCU
and DT for this paper was overall cost and size.
Finally, IDE development/learning time and
other factors mentioned in the previous section
were considered.
Epstein [15] lists the top ten MCU
manufacturers by market share from 2012.
These manufacturers are Renesas Electronics,
Freescale Semiconductor, Atmel, Microchip
Technology, Infineon Technologies, Texas
Instruments (TI), Fujitsu, NXP Semiconductors,
STMicroelectronics (STM), and Samsung. A
thorough internet search was performed to find
DBs that use MCUs manufactured by these
popular corporations.
First, DBs were
shortlisted based on their low cost and small
size. Next, DBs were shortlisted based on IDE
development/learning time and other factors
mentioned in the previous section.
Findings
Primarily based on industry popularity, cost
and size, the DBs listed in Table I have been
selected as ideal candidates for undergraduate
capstone projects. Students can then use their
specific project criteria to select an ideal one
from the list.
The specifications of the MCUs supported by
the DBs mentioned in Table I are mentioned in
Table III. For the MSP430 Launchpad DB, the
MSP430G2553 MCU was chosen from the
series of MCUs that are compatible with the
DB.
Based on compatibility with the DBs
mentioned in Table I, IDE development/learning
time and other factors mentioned in the previous
section, the IDEs listed in Table II have been
selected as ideal candidates for undergraduate
capstone projects. Students can then use their
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specific project criteria to select an ideal one
from the list.
Discussion
The MCUs and DTs identified in Tables I - III
are suggestions to help students and faculty
mentors jumpstart the selection process.
Students can use their specific project criteria to
select a possible candidate from the list. Most
student capstone project requirements can be
satisfied by using one of the DBs, MCUs, and
IDEs mentioned in Tables I – III, although all
MCUs and DTs in the list may not be suitable
for all projects. Microcontroller technology
changes over time. Tables I-III are designed to
be guidelines that refer back to the selection
criteria guidelines in the previous section.

As each DB and MCU has its own pros and
cons, this is designed as a guide. Students can
use this guide to help narrow the various
available choices to find a MCU/DT that meet
their own particular project requirements.
MCUs and DTs that were investigated but did
not make the top selection list might still be
good candidates for some capstone projects.
They are listed in Table IV.
Renesas Electronics, Infineon Technologies,
Fujitsu and Samsung were identified as top
MCU manufacturers. Their MCUs were not
selected as ideal candidates for undergraduate
capstone projects mainly due to their high cost,
complex microarchitecture, application specific
processors, and large DB size. [21-24].

Table I. DB Specifications.

Manufacturer

MCUs
supported
Power Supply

Power
Regulation
Size
Embedded
devices
PC interface
Program
upload

Cost
Source
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Uno
Arduino
Atmel
ATmega328
7-12V
(USB or
battery)
Max per pin
40mA
2.7” x 2.1”
1 LED
USB Virtual
Serial Port
To Flash
Memory via
USB and boot
loader
$29.96
[26]

StartUSB
MikroElektronica
Microchip
PIC18F2550
5V
(USB or
battery)
Max per pin
25 mA
1.5” x 1”
None
USB
Boot loader
Program

$19.00
[17]

Launchpad
TI

Thundebird12
EVBplus

Any TI
Freescale
MSP430 MCU MC9S12DG256
5V
5V
(USB only)
(USB or battery)
Max per pin
12mA
2.6” x 2.0”
2 Buttons,
2 LEDs
USB Virtual
Serial Port
To Flash
Memory via
USB
$4.30
[18]

Mbed
Mbed

Max per pin
25 mA
3.05” x 0.88”
4 LEDs

NXP
LCP11U24
5-9V
(USB or
battery)
Max per pin
20mA
2.1” x 1”
4 LEDs

USB via board

USB

To Flash
Memory via
USB and boot
loader
$78.00
[19]

Drag and
Drop like a
Flash drive
$45.00
[20]
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Table II. IDE Specifications.
Arduino
Developer

Arduino

Time
Ease of use
Languages

Small
Very Easy
C/C++

MicroC PRO
for PIC
MikroElektronika
Large
Medium
Basic/Pascal/C

No
No
Large

Yes
Yes
Large

No
Yes
Large

Excellent
None

Good
Max 2K Words

Good
None

Very Good
None

None

$250.00

Excellent
Max16KB code
size
$795.00

None

None

[27]

[28]

[29]

[36]

[30]

Simulation
Debugging
Library
Support
Online support
Free Version
Limitations
Cost of full
version
Source

Code Composer
Studio
TI

Code warrior
Freescale

Mbed Online
Compiler
mbed

Large
Medium
Assembly/C

Large
Medium
Assembly/
C/C++
Yes
Yes
Small

Medium
Easy (Online)
Assembly/
C/C++
No
No
Medium

Table III: MCU Specifications.

Manufacturer
Pin count
CPU speed
Power
consumption

Sleep modes
Instruction set
Program
memory
Data memory
Memory
expansion
ADC
DAC
PWM
Timers
Interrupts
Serial
Communication

Vehicle bus
RTC
Source

ATmega
328
Atmel
32
20 MHz
1.8V to 5.5V
Active Mode:
0.2mA @
1.8V/1MHz
6
8-bit
32Kb

PIC
18F2550
Microchip
28
48 MHz
2 to 5.5V
Active Mode:
15 mA @
2.0V/32kHz
3
8-bit
32 Kb

MSP
430G2553
TI
20
16 MHz
1.8V to 3.6V
Active Mode:
0.23mA @
2.2V/1MHz
5
16-bit
16Kb

MC
9S12DG256
Freescale
80
50 MHz
2.5 to 5V
Active Mode:
65mA @
5Vea
3
16-bit
256Kb

LPC
11U24
NXP
64
50 MHz
1.8V to 3.6V
Active Mode:
2mA @
2.2V/12Mhz
4
32-bit
32Kb

2Kb
No

2Kb
No

512 bytes
No

12Kb
Yes

8Kb
No

10-bit
8 channels
No
6 channels
3 8-bit

10-bit
10 channels
No
2 channels
4 8-bit

10-bit
8 channels
No
2 channels
2 16-bit

10-bit
16 channels
No
8 channel
8 16-bit

24
UART
SPI(2)
I2C

19
USB Device
UART
SPI
I2C
None
External
Support
[32]

19
UART(2)
SPI(2)
I2C
IrDA
None
External Support

50
UART(2)
SPI(3)
I2C
CAN 2.0(3)
Yes

10-bit
8 channels
No
6 channels
2 16-bit
2 32-bit
24
UART
SPI(2)
I2C
USB Device
None
Yes

[25]

[33]

[34]

None
Yes (32kHz)
[35]
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Table IV. Other MCUs and DTs Suitable for Capstone Projects.
DB
Arduino Due
Leaflabs Maple
Arduino Mega
STM Discovery
Parallax Basic Stamp 2
Parallax Propeller QS

MCU
Atmel SAM3X8E
STM32F103RB
ATmega1280
STM32F100
Microchip PIC16C57c
Parallax P8X32A

IDE
Arduino
Maple IDE
Arduino
IAR
PBasic
Propeller tool
References

Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of this paper was to assist
undergraduate electrical engineering students,
mechanical engineering students, and faculty
mentors in selecting MCUs and DTs suitable for
designing and implementing undergraduate
capstone
projects
effectively.
Typical
undergraduate engineering capstone project
requirements were analyzed. Important factors
in selecting MCUs and DTs were then
identified, described and cataloged. Available
MCUs and DTs in the market were investigated
based on industry popularity, cost, time
constraints on the learning curve, and technical
features. Finally, five MCUs, DBs and IDEs
suitable for use in undergraduate capstone
projects were suggested and described.
Modern MCUs are complex, with industry
technology advancing at a rapid pace. New
MCUs and DTs are being released every year.
The MCUs and DTs suggested as candidates for
use in undergraduate projects were selected
based on today’s MCU technology and the
standard
complexity of current
level
undergraduate engineering projects. Whereas
MCU technology can be expected to change
over time, the important selection factors
described can be used as a general guide to help
students best prioritize their specific project
needs compared to what MCUs/DTs can offer.
This study focuses on undergraduate education.
Similar work could be done focusing on the
requirements of graduate education.
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